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                                        A quick overview

                                    

                                    STATION Engineering is a design, manufacturing and construction company focused on providing exclusive design concepts to its clients, a spectrum of Architectural precast and Steel manufactured products, as well as a range of specialized construction services yielding economical solutions to meet the needs of our client.

We offer our services in the fields of Precast Manufacturing, GFRC, GFRP and GFRG, Waterproofing & Concrete repair, Interior decorative solutions and Engineering Surveying.

We are constantly challenging ourselves at STATION to deliver complex projects that add value to all stakeholders. Our goal then and now is to deliver on time projects, the quality you deserve and dependability you can count on. From concept to creation. We do what we say we’re going to do, and we own the consequences.
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                                            	                                            		More info                                            	                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                STATION headquartered in Jeddah, in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, has recently risen to become one of the leading manufacturers of precast composites in the country. Having served countless clients in different industries, we have built a solid reputation over the years providing our strong technical expertise, exceptional craftsmanship and professional managerial skills.

Station Contracting operates all around the kingdom. Our first branch and current headquarters are based in the Western Region located in Jeddah City. We have two other main branches located in the Capital of Riyadh and Khobar (Eastern Region), providing us with a highly accessible hub from which to supply and execute projects in nearby GCC countries.                                            
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